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Abstract-systems of modular equations of norm 2 for Q( ~6) aud Q(a) have been calculated 
previously, in the latter caSe with the help of a computer algebra system. The increase iu available 
computer power makes feasible the calculation of systems of modular equnt,ions corresponding LO 
higher norms. The case of norm 3 for Q(A) ” 16 calculated here using a. computer algebra syst,em 
called PUNIMAX on a PCs LINUX partition. The resulting equations will be useful ill further studies 
of singular moduli and representations by quadratic forms. @ 2001 Elscvier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical theory of the modular equation is concerned with multivariate polynomials satisfied 
by argument dilations of the modular function ,i. Here 
where 
g2(2) = 60 c’ (1712 + n-‘l, !/s(z) = 140C’(,,U + ,p> (1.2) 
,,L,n. I,L,VL 
and 2 is restricted to the upper half of the complex plane. The prime means we avoid )II = ~1 = 0 
in the summation. j is a generator of the field of modular functious of weight zero in t,hc upper 
half of the complex plane. Somewhat surprisingly, t,he values taken on hy ,j at, certain quadratic 
surd arguments are algebraic and are related to the representation of intrgral primes by c.crtain 
quadratic forms. To see this, let H,, be the set of ho by two n&rices wit,11 ratiomxl integer cwhies 
and positive determinant TL with the additional property t)hat. the grcat,est, commou divisor of t,hc 
entries is one. Let l? = S&(Z) act on H,, by multiplication on the left. Then we can choose t~he 
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following as representatives of the partition created from the equivalence relation of this action 
of r: 
a, b, d E Z, a > 0, d > 0, a d = IL, 
(1.3) 
bE [O,l,..., d-l], gcd(a, b, d) = 1. 
There are a total of $(n) = ‘n npln (1 + l/p) such matrices. Consider the product 
Jn(4 j) = I-I t-j 1;: ( (ak2-bk)>: (1.4) 
where the product is taken over the $(n) matrices chosen previously. The JTL are polynomials 
with rational integer coefficients and are irreducible. J, is called a modular equation. 
It can be shown that a rational prime can be represented by a principal quadratic form of 
discriminant d < 0 if and only if the prime splits in the field Q(&, j(v)). The values of j 
at certain quadratic surd arguments are called singular moduli and the field in question is called 
a ring class field. Facts about singular moduli can be derived from properties of the modular 
equation. In particular, singular moduli satisfy Jn(j, j) = 0 for some value of n. See [2,3] for 
details and notation and [4] for further amplification of the classical case. 
An extension of the theory would be to consider the representation of primes in fields of degree 
2 over Z by quadratic forms with coefficients in t,he field. By analogy, one should construct 
modular equations based on the generators of the field of modular functions of weight 0 for the 
Hilbert modular group. Examples of such modular equations have been previously calculated in 
[5.6]. In [5], reference is made to the theoretical work of Hecke which underpins the computations. 
Equations of norm 2 for Q(JZ) and Q(a) were derived previously (see [5,6]). Advances 
in available computer power render the case of norm 3 for Q(G) computable. Due to the 
higher order of the transformations involved, it was necessary to manipulate longer Taylor series 
expansions of the modular forms than in previous cases. Furthermore, working with the system of 
modular equations of norm 3 lead to the discovery of a number of simultaneous rational solutions 
t,o these equations. In turn, these results provided encouragement to go back to the systems 
of modular equations in [5,6] and discover rational solutions in these cases. Only a few such 
solutions were known previously (see [5, Table V], and [6, (5.4)]). 
2. MODULAR FORMS AND FUNCTIONS 
Under consideration are two subspaces of C2 acted on by certain 2 x 2 matrices over Z[&]. 
These spaces are the positive Hilbert half-space H+ and the negative Hilbert half-space H- 
defined as follows: 
H+ = ((2, z’) 1 Sz > 0: %’ > 0} , 
H- = {(i, z’) j 92 > 0, Sz’ < 0). 
(2.1) 
The group of 2 x 2 matrices of interest is again the extended Hilbert modular group, namely 
for E = 2 + fi the fundamental unit of Z[&]. The action of this group on Cz is 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
where cu’, p’, y’, 6’ are conjugates with respect to Z[&]. For the extended Hilbert modular group, 
the above transformations preserve each of H+ and H-, respectively. 
Given a function f on either of the half-spaces H+ or H- , an element ‘r/ of the extended Hilbert 
modular group, and a positive integer /C consider the transformed function 
f” = f (?/ (;,z’)) ((72 + S) (7’2 + 6/))-“. (2.4) 
A modular form of degree k is a function ,f on either of thcx half-spaces invariant1 under all 
transforms ‘~1 of the ext,ended Hilbert ~l~odular group, i.e., .f” = .f. Att,cntion is restricted to the 
symmetric forms, t,hat is those forms that additionally satisfy f(;, z’) = j’(z’. z) for f tlefined 
on Hf or f(z, z’) = j’-z’? -t) when f is defined on H-. Examples of modular forms are 
Eisenst,ein series Gt. G, for weight t where the sign on G corresponds t,o the sign of the Hilbert 
half-space. One way of describing Eisenstein sc>ric,s is dcscrihetl below. Nore specifics and further 
I)ackgrountl are av;&ble in [L(,7]. The relevantj theorrms of Gundlach state. 
THEOHEAI. For the positive HiJbert JmJf-space H+ . racd modular form of weigl~t t is an isohdc 
yoJ~7;l~omiaJ in tile Eiscnstrin series GT . Gz: ad CT. TJle r~orrPsl,olltfilig fkld of m~tl~~ln~~ fum- 
tions is generatctf by (Gz)“/GT. ad (Gi)“/Gt. FOI, tf me mgativc HiJlmt J~alfi.sp;~~~ H- . cacll 
modular form of weigJlt t is an isobaric poJym~~~i;~J iu the Eisenstril, series G, . GJ. a~1 G, 
TJle corresponding field of modular fmcths is g-werated 11~~~ (G,)“/GJ md (G,)“/G,. 
rI%e generating theory of modular forms due to Gundlach can be translated in tcrrns of nor- 
malized wenerators H $, H,+, H,t for H + 0 and H2 ( H,, HcF for H- if we restrict, to even weights. 
‘These generators ci\n 1~ described in terms of Eisenst,ein series. For tilt, positive half-space, we 
t1aic 
Hz = G;. 
H+ = (23 (Hz)’ - CT) 
.1 1152 ’ 
H+ = (H,t)” - (G;)’ - 432 H.L+ Hz 
(2.5) 
6 1728 
while for the negative half-space, the generators arc 
H; = G, = (G;)‘. Hi = 
(23 (H,)” - G,) 
864 ’ 
H; = 
3055 (H$ ~ 27’3 H; GJ + 2 G; 
311040 
Using the notation of [G], the modular function field for H + is tlicn generated by 
and for H- t,\ 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
From the above result of Gundlach. it follows that the modular forms of even degree t on H+ 
comprise a vector space with basis the set of all products of powers of Hz. H,:. and HcT that, 
have weight t. Z’lie similar conclusion holds for 
respectively. 
In particular. a hasis for MF would be the set 
H+‘H+JH;t” 
2 4 0 I 21 + -I,/ 
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3. SERIES EXPANSIONS OF MODULAR FORMS 
The modular forms discussed above have two variable Fourier series expansions. These expan- 
sions are written in terms of the variables q and r where 
q = exp (xi (i + z’)) , r=exp(ri(>4) 
These yield expansions of modular forms in terms of q&r” for a and b in Z. A modular form 
over H+ has an expansion where the exponent of q is nonnegative, while a form over H- has 
(3.1) 
the similar property for T. Further details and examples of what the expansions look like are 
available in [6]. 
In particular, Eisenstein series for H+ have expansions 
G,f = At + Bt c q” ra st-I (u + b&) , n=a+b&, 
a 
(3.2) 
with suitable restrictions on cr. The At and Bt are certain constants depending on t, and the st-i 
functions are analogues of the CJ sum of divisors function for the number ring Q(a). Eisenstein 
series for the negative half-space H- have the same expansions summed over a different restriction 
on o. Recall the definition of the degree of accuracy as the largest exponent of q in a series 
expansion for forms over H+ and as the largest exponent of T for forms over H- (see [8]). 
4. MODULAR EQUATIONS 
The development follows [6] 1 c osely with suitable modifications. We start with any generator 
of the modular function field, written as a quotient of modular forms as in (2.4) and (2.5), 
f 
111 = 2 ~ (4.1) 
9’ 
thus, w is one of X, Y, U, or V and f and g are Hilbert 
this case, we map C2 to itself by a dilation of norm 3, 
x : c2 + c2, 
modular forms or products of them. In 
x (z, 2) = (di, -q . (44 
We end up with a total of four conjugate operations instead of three as in the previous cases 
(see [5,6]), namely 
x, (z,z’) = zv%, -z’J3 
> 
) 
xo(z,z’) = (g =$)) 
xi (z,z’) = ( (z + 1) -(z’ + 1) ~ A &i > ’ 
x2 (z,z’) = 7’ -7 . 
( 
(2 + 2) (z’ + 2) 
> 
(4.3) 
Due to the semipositivity of A, these mappings take H+ into H-, and vice versa. In terms of 
q and T, the X mappings become 
(4.4) 
x0 : q + r, 113 r-q ? 
xl:q+?-, l/3 r-pq 1 
x2 : q + r, r + p2qll”* 
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where p is exp(2ni/3), a cube root of unity. A form f[q,r] now corresponds to a total of four 
conjugates 
fCX = f [1.“, 41 : 
fo = f [c P] ? 
fl = f [r’. PP] 1 
fz = f [T> p2P] 1 
so a modular function w = f/g has the four conjugates 
(4.5) 
,G= & JJ fi f2 
{ 1 gcw;’ go’ 91’ g2 ? (4.6) 
and thus, W satisfies the equation 
(gcx;?z - foe) '(go75 - fo).(g17Z - f1).(g27U - f2) = 0. (4.7) 
To expand the last equation out, we need to modify the norm and trace in addition to introducing 
another trace for the coefficient of G2. 
N(f) = fCX fo fl f2, 
~1l(f~9~=foo909192+~~f0~1~2+~~~0f1~2+~~~0~1f2, 
T2(.fl9) = fcm fo 91 Q2 + fca go fl Q2 + fee 90 91 f2 
(4.8) 
+~,fofl92+YoofoYlf2+~~~oflf2r 
and the equation for 72 expands to become 
N(g) G4 - Tr(f, g),W” + T2(f, g)G" - Tl(g, f),G + N(f) = 0. (4.9) 
These norms and traces are modular forms over the Hilbert half-space of opposite sign to f and g 
(see [6, p. 5601). S ince there are four terms in each norm or trace, the norm or traces of modular 
forms of weight four have weight 16 while the norm or trace of modular forms of weight six 
have weight 24. We note that a basis of either M& and ML6 has ten elements while a basis of 
either M& and M& has 19 elements from consideration of (2.6) (see Table 1). 
Table 1. Bases of modular forms of weight 16 and 24. 
MFG =(iY; (I$-)‘, (FI;j2(H;j2. (If;)'H;. H; (Hyj2ff,;. (H;)~H;H;. 
(H;)‘, (H$H;> (H;)4(H$(H;)2(H;)3s (H;)') 
M& = (H:(Hf)2,(~:)2(~~)',(H$)5~$.~$ (ffz)"~$,(H;)~ri;~;, 
(Hz)', (H:jGllqf> (H$)i(H:)2>(H:)2(H:):i.(H:).l) 
Mg4 = ((H$ ('f;j3(H$ If;H, (H;)3,(H;)3(H;)2, (H;j2(N~jZ(H~j2, 
(HF)~H; (HF)~, (H;)'(H;)'.H; (I~;)'H;. (H;)~(H,-)~I-I;, 
(H;)'(H;)~H;,(H;)~ H;ff;i (H,)'11,-, (If;)', (H,)2(H$ 
(H;)4(H;)4, (H;)'(H;)~. (H;)*(H;)~. (H;)~'II,-, (11~)~~) 
M:,=((H$ (H:j3(H:j3:H:H: (H;)3.(11:)3(H;)2, (H:)"(H$)'(H;)'. 
(H$)4H:(H$)2, (H:)"(H$)': H,-(H,+)4H$> (H$)3(Hq+)3H6f, 
(H:)5(H,+)2H;, (#H:Hc+> (H:)'H,f, (H;)">(H$)2(H,C)5, 
(HZ+j4(H4+j4. (H$(H$ (H:)"(H:)'. (H:)10ff$,(H;)12) 
Borrowing heavily from [6], we use (2.4), (2.5), and (4.1) to organize the four resulting modular 
cquatjions. 
M,+ : f = Hz2, (4.1Oa) 
(3.1011) 
(LlOc) 
(LlOd) 
The uorins and traces of the above f and g can 1~ writteu as linear corubinations of basis 
cleinents of the respective space of modular forms. In paiticular, the coefficients of q”V of the 
basis elerneuts and the norm or tract must satisfy the same linear equations for eac11 (I aud 0. 
For t,he positive spaces, 20 I)iuomial terms were identified while the negative spaces had 26 tcmus 
identified. Iii any case, an overdeteririined system of linear equations was solved leading to an 
internal check on the calculations. It, was necessary t,o expand positive forms up to q9 and uegative 
foIx1s up to P to get all the nccclcd coefficients. 
‘I’he 110mis ant1 traces were substituted into (4.9) and tjlic: rational expression sul)stitutioii 
function was used to rewrit,c the niotlula~ equations in tcrrus of X, Y, U. a1Ic1 V. SIII~IIC’I. case 
letters were substituted: i.e., :C for X, etc. Tables 2a and 21) contain the 1nodu1;~r equations in 
the order of (4.10). j’I(u,:c,y) is d erived from (4.10a), jz(~. IL> ,u) is derived from (4.1011) and 
similarly for j:j and ,f,j. 
f’l(U.cr, y) = 110075311176cr~ + (-2(i54208L - 50960793Gn” - 220150628352.L.) j, 
+ (113.~” + 6144~” + X?4~4032tr2 + 509607!JX.r + 110075314176) y” 
+ ((Yci2” - 154~i24x.L ~ 3KZ7417f.r ~ 76-l lllCXJ4) !I’ 
+ (19148xs:’ + 39813120.?) y + i&141 1904J~‘) 7, 
+ ((1944:x” + 2 1964&r + IY9065(i) 9” 
+ (- 1X00x” - 16435%” + 1327104:~) ~1 + 19YO65kx’) u2 
+ (( -41” + 408s - 2304) y’ + (‘lx:’ - 408:r’) :y + 2304.G) UJ 
+ (y2 - 2zy + x”) 714; 
fJ(X, 71. v) = (164 - 2304u” + 1990656?L” - 7wl411904u + 11007531417(i) 3 
+ ((3GOd - %53287L2 - 335047047(. - 4586471423) 7:‘L 
+ (~29141L~ - 191(i9%8u’ + 72194457Bu) 0 + 7077X8Xu’ 
+ 40768~3488u) z 
5. RESULTANT CALCULATIONS 
It should be noted that the resultant of ally two of the polynouuals with respect t,o a common 
variable produces a large polynoulial with a third modular .equation as factor. For example, 
t,aking t,he resultantj res (fl , fz, x) of .fi 1 i%lltl ,f:~ wit,11 respect to .I: produces a large polyuoinial 
divisil,le by ,fii. 
res (.fi, fz7 x) = ,fl po,~, 2.1.,1(x. y: u, v), (5.1) 
Modular Equations 
Table 2b. The modular equations fz(v, 2, y), fd(y, IL, u). 
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f3(v, z, y) = -82944z3y + (x4 + 192x3 + 248832~‘) y2 
+ (-2x3 - 384x2 - 2488322) y” + (x2 + 192x + 82944) y* 
+ ((2242 + 27648)~~ + (-488~’ - 1036802) y” 
+ (264x’ + 124416~~) y2 - 48384~~~) v 
+ (( 122 + 3456)~” + (-48~” - 14976x) y3 
+ (36x3 + 20088~~ + 62208~) y* + (-8424~~ - 62208~~) y) w2 
+ ((-42 + 192)ya + (4x2 - 528~) y3 + (864x2 + 10368~) y2 
+ (-432x3 - 1296Oz’) y) v3 
+ (4y4 + 122~~ + 4321~’ - 1296x22/ + l16G4r2) v*; 
f4(y,u,v) = (IL” - 576~~ - 3317761~~ + 191102976u) v2 
+ (120~~ - 138240~~ + 3981312Ou) u3 
+ (1296u’ - 1492992u. + 429981696) U’ 
+ (( - 14471’ + 6912Ou- 23887872) u4 
+ (-12~~ + 2272~~ - 276480~) u3 
+ (-360~~ + 158976u2 + 7520256~) u2 
+ ( -2944u3 + 2433024~‘) u + 70778881~~) y 
+ ((8160~ + 497664)u” + (792?L2 + 1566721~) u3 
+ (9u” + 14808~~ + 179712~) I? 
+ (126~” + 54144~~) u + 110592u2) y2 
+ ((48~ - 4608)~~ + (4~’ - 86421) u3 + (-12~~ - 1152~) u2 
+ (-u3 + 216~~) v + 576~~) y3 
+ (1611~ - 821~~ + u”) y”; 
where p stands for a specific polynomial of degree 0 in x, 4 in y, 24 in u and 4 in v. Table 4 
contains a list of the factored resultants of pairs of modular equations. with the p notation used to 
give an indication of the nonmodular polynomial factor. As the number of terms in the alternate 
factors varied from under 1000 to over 2700, space considerations preclude their being printed 
here. 
6. RATIONAL INTEGER SOLUTIONS 
Since the norms are products, it might not be unexpected that they would be very factorable, 
however, this has not been noted before. The factors of the norms might give some insight into 
special values of the modular functions. Table 3 contains factorizations of some of these. Indeed, 
the constant terms of any of the four functions with respect to each of the variables are often 
very factorable. Consideration of fz(z, 0, U) from its factorization 
&(x,O,u) = 1296 Y’ (X - 96)“, (6.1) 
and some work with the polynomials produced the simultaneous integer solution to all four 
equations 
x = 96, y = 72, u = -3072, v = -4, (6.2) 
while working from the norm of (H,)2 ( see Table 3) generated the simultaneous solution 
x = -384, y = 8, u = 576, w = -12. (6.3) 
Similar calculations for the cases of modular equations of norm 2 over Q(4) and Q(d) yield 
solutions as listed in Table V. A study is underway to discover further information encoded in 
these modular equations. 
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7. THE COMPUTATION 
PUNIMAX, a computer algebra system related to h,IACSYTVIA, was used on a LINUX partition 
on a personal computer. The computer had 16 megabyt,es of RAM and 16 megabytes of LINUX 
swap space. The processor was a Pentium 75 and the machine had a 1.2 gigabyte hard drive. 
Expansions for the modular forms were calculated up t,o accuracy q’” and 1.l’ as the author 
had been stung by inconsistent equations when calculating the norms and traces in one direction 
using only accuracy q” and ?. Accuracy of 1’ lx sufficed due to the transfornlat,iolls mapping ) 
to q1/3 or Q times a constant. Also, accuracy of 4’ in the pretransformed expansions turned out 
to be sufficient. 
While the machine could calculate the expansions for MT and Mi using the larger Taylor 
series, the calculation would expand and take over the swap memory using these larger Taylor 
series for the Mi and Mt cases. When this occurred, the situation was so bad that LINUX 
could not process commands from other virtual terminals, and would dump core. It. is apparent 
that the machine’s limit was reached, and it is fortuitous that the smaller expansions sufficed fol 
the M, and Mt cases. 
Norms and traces each took anywhere from about 16 minutes to a little over two hours to 
compute, depending on how many terms had to be summed in (4.8). Use of the tellrat facility 
instead of working with e2xi/3 sped up the calculations, most likely by keeping the expressions 
smaller and limiting swapping of memory. The computation of the solutions of linear equations 
was rearranged and made more efficient,. 
The resultant calculations were performed wit,h the same software and operating system on a 
Pentium 133 personal computer with 32 megabytes of RAM and an approximately 32 megabyte 
swap partition. The greatest common divisor function was used to demonstrate that t,he resultants 
were divisible by the appropriat,e modular form in each case. Each calculation t,ook anywhere 
from seven minutes to about an hour and t.en minutes. 
One concern is that modular equations of higher norm might be infeasible to calculate with 
the present setup. It is clear that the current computations were hitting against the limits of the 
machine and software combination. 
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